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Relative Brauer groups and Picard groups have been introduced in [ 191 resp. [17]. In both 
papers we restricted attention to the Brauer group resp. Picard group of a single couple (I?, a) 
consisting of a commutative ring R and an idempotent kernel functor 0 in R-mod. Here we 
answer the question: what happens to these invariants if we change R or a? The exact sequences 
describing this functional behaviour have several applications in ring theory and algebraic 
geometry, some of which have been included. 
1. Relative Picard groups 
1.1. We assume the reader to be familiar with the machinery of localization with 
respect o an idempotent kernel functor. Details may be found in [7,8,14,15,16]. Let 
us fix notations as follows. All rings are assumed to be commutative with unit; if R 
is a ring then R-mod stands for the category of R-modules. If 0 is an idempotent. 
kernel functor in R-mod then we denote by QJ-) the associated localization 
functor and by Y(a) the associated idempotent filter, i.e. the filter of all ideals I of 
R with the property that R/I is a-torsion. By V(Q) we denote the set of all ideals of R 
which are maximal with respect to the property of not beir,g contained in Y’(U). 
Clearly %?(a) cSpec(R), the prime spectrum of R. It is well known that the set of all 
idempotent kernel functors in R-mod forms a complete distributive lattice and in 
this way one has U= inf{ OR _ p; P E g(a)} where OR _ p is the usual idempotent kernel 
functor associated to the prime ideal P, i.e. whose iddmpotent filter consists of the 
ideals I of R with IQ: P. Finally, let us call an R-mcdule M o-closed if M= Q,(M). 
1.2. Let us recall some definitions from [17], adapted to the commutative situation. 
An R-module P is said to be a-invertible if P is a-closed and if there is another 
a-closed R-module Q with the property that QJP@Q) = Q,(R) in R-mod. The set 
of isomorphism classes [P] of a-invertible R-modules P is denoted by Pic(R, a). It 
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may be endowed 
call an R-module 
kernel Ker(P@ i) 
with a groupstructure induced by [P] 9 [Q] = [QJP@Q)J. Let us 
P a-flat if for each monomorphism i : M’+M of R-modules the 
of the induced map is a-torsion. It may then be shown that a 
a-invertible R-module is a-flat, cf. [17]. 
I.& Recall from 13) that a category with product is a category Y;’ endowed with a 
product functor I : + x v supplied with commutativity and associativity iso- 
morphisms, which are coherent in the sense of MacLane [ 111.. A product preserving 
functor F: f + I/ is one accompanied with a natural isomorphism F(CI I C2) s 
FIT1 I FC2, which is compatible with the commutativity and associativity iso- 
morphisms. Let us briefly recall some generalities on the K-theory of these 
categories. We define Ko” as the abelian group with generators [Cl, the 
isomorphism classes of objects of / and with relations [C, I C2] = [C,] + [C,]. On 
the other hand, let sZ/ denote the category with objects (C,(x) where (Y is a %-auto- 
morphism of C. A morphism (C~,c+-+(Cz, p) is just a morphism f: CI ---NY2 with 
Ja = pf. We define (,C,, a) I (C,, /?) = (Cl I Cz, a I /I?) and define K,%’ to be K&K 
modulo the subgroup gerierated by [(C,ap)] - [(C,a)] - [(C, B)], where a and /? are 
4 Gsomorphisms of C. Finally, if F : 6 + I/ is a product preserving functor, then @F 
denotes the category with objects (&a, Cl) where C,, C2 are objects in % and 
a : I;%, -+FC2 is an isomorphism in I/’ and with morphisms (f ,, f2) : (C,, a, Cl)-+ 
CC;, a’, Ci) where the f, : C, --+C; make the diagram 
FC ; - FC; fl’ 
commutative. We define (C,, a, Cz) _L (C;, a’, C;) = (Cl I C;, a _I_ a’, C2 I C;) and 
define K&F to be Ko@F m&u10 the subgroup generated by all 
w-l 9 Pa* WI - NC,, a, Cd] - [(C,, p, C,)]. 
Recall that F : / -+ Y is said to be cofinal if given D’ in I/’ we may find D” in I/’ and 
C‘ in / such that D’ I D”r FC. From (31 we retain: 
1 A. Proposition. With notations as above, we have 
( i A. 1) i,f 4 ok / is u full, cofinal subcategory of ‘f, then the inclusion induces an 
rsornorphism K, 1 o -+ MI 4 . 
(I A.21 if F : f * 2 is u cofinai, product preserving functor, then there is a unique 
homomorphism h’, 2 -+ KI @F sending the class of (FC, a) to that of (C, a, C). The 
~t~“~~~~f i ng .wquenc*e 
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Let us denote by Pic(R, a) the category of a-invertible R-modules. It is a category 
with product induced by Q,(p@, Q) = P A_ Q. 
1.5. Proposition. Let f : R *S be a morphism of commutative ring.s, then for any 
idempotent kernel functor o there is a product preserving functor 
Qa( - OR S) : Pic(R, 0) + Pic(S, a). 
Proof. If PE Pic(R, CT), then there is a QE Pic(R, a) with Qb(a& Q) = QJR). Let 
us first note that Q,(M) is an S-module for any S-module A4. Now, if f: A4 +N is an 
S-linear map aud if for all P E V(G) we have that fP : Mp-+Np is an isomorphism of 
Sp-modules, then QJ f) is an isomorphism. Indeed, there is no restriction in 
assuming 0 to be trivial; then if m E Ker(f) we have that Sm is oR _ p-torsion for all 
PE Spec(R), hence Sm is a-torsion, i.e. m =O. One argues similarly for Coker(f). 
Let us now show that for all M, NE S-mod the S-modules Q,(Q,(M)@, Qn(N)) 
and Q,(M@, N) are isomorphic. Consider the canonical map f : M@, N-+ 
Q&M) OS Q,(N), then for all PE %‘(a) this induces an isomorphism 
fp : WQ, N)P= M&s, NP= Q&WPO~~ QdNb 
= (Q,(M) 0s QaU’JNp, 
hence f induces an isomorphism Qa( f) : Q,(M@, N) -=+ Q,(Q&bf) gs Q,(N)). 
Now, let P and Q be such that Q,(PO, Q)-+ QJR) is an isomorphism, then the 
induced morphism P& Q-+QJR) yields a map 
This map induces an isomorphism 
Q6(Q,(PO,S)OsQa(QORS)) = Q#'@,S)@,(Q@,s)) 
= Q,W’OR Q) O,.z S) = QJQaO'WR Q)OR S) 
= Qo(QM) OR 9 = QJR 6% 3) = Q,(S), 
proving indeed that Q&P@, S) E Pic(S, a). Cl 
1.6. Corollary. Any morphism of commurutive rings f : R-G indwes CI grorlp- 
morphism Pic(f, a) : Pic(R, a) + Pic(S, a). 0 
1.7. Let us now apply the above generalities to our situation. Let f : R -6 be a 
morphism of commutative rings and i’T= Qa( - OK S) the associated pr.)duct preserv- 
ing functor Pic(R, a)+Pic(S, G). We already know that KOPic(R, D) = Pic(R, a). 
Next, note that the full subcategory /Qa(R)) of Pic(R, O) consisting 01’ Q,(R) above 
is cofinal. Indeed, if i : (Q,(R))cpPic(R, a) denotes the canonical inclusion, then we 
known that for all P in ic(R, a) we may find Q in Pic(R, a) such that PI Q= 
Qa(P& Q)E Q,(R) = i(Q,(R)). It follows from (1.41) that K, WC ~ll~=KdQ,UW. 
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But K&Q,(R)) is by definition just the group of (Q,(R))-automorphisms of Qb(R), 
i.e. it may be identified’ with U(Q,(R)), the units of Q,(R). If we write Pic(f; Q) for 
K, @F, with F as above s then it follows from (1.4.2) that f induces an exact sequence 
u(QJR!)+ MQ,(S))-+Pic(fi o)+Pic(R, a)+Pic(S, a). 
1.8. Let us apply this I o the following special case. Let S be a multiplicative system 
of a noetherian ring R consisting of regular elements, then we write inv(R, S: a) for 
the group of all R-submodules I of S-IQ,(R) which are a-closed and have the 
property that for a similar J we have Q,(U) = Q,(R). Let us denote by Pic(R, S; a) 
the group of all a-closed a-invertible R-submodules of S-* Q,,(R). 
1.9. Lemma. If k inv(R, S; a), then Sn I#0. 
Proof. Clearly S ‘1 zy s-‘(/S-‘Q,(R))>S-‘(IJ) with 9 as above, so 
S-‘I=S-‘Q,lI)=Q,(S-‘I)>Q,(S-‘(IJ))=S-’Q,(R), 
cf. [3), so S ‘I=% ‘Q,(R) and it follows that 1nSH. 0 
1.10, Lemma. Under the above assumptions Pic(R, S; a) = inv(R, S; a). 
Proof. First note that if IE inv(R, S; a), then I is (T-flat. Indeed, if Q,(IJ) = Q,(R) 
as above then for all PE ‘{(a) we have Q,(JJjp. We then have that 1p is invertible in 
(S ‘R)p=S ‘R r, siwe (IJJp= IpJp. It follows that Ip is a projective Rp-module, cf. 
[4]. Since this holds for all P, o-flatness follows from an easy local global argument. 
Now, let I@, J -dJ be the canonical map, then the inclusion JC Qa(S-‘R) yields a 
morphism i : I@,$TIQa(R) whose kernel is a-torsion by the a-flatness of I. Now 
I& S-‘Q,(R) may be identified with S-‘I=S-‘e,(R) by 1.9, so the image of 
Q,(i) is O,(IJ) and QO(i) is injective, i.e. IoIp J+J induces an isomorphism 
Q,(I& J) = Q,(IJ) = Q,(R). This proves the assertion. cl 
I.1 1. From the foregoing it follows easily that there is an exact sequence 
o+UQ,(RWU(S-‘Q,(R))+Pic(R, S; &+Pic(R,a)-+Pic(S-‘R,o) 
with canonical maps. This may be derived by purely computational means, cf. 
[ 181 or directly from (1.4.2). Indeed, it then suffices to check that Pic(R, S; a) = 
inv(R, S; a) is isomorphic to Pic(js; CT) where js: R+S-‘R is the localizing 
morphism. Now, the elements of Pic(js; a) may be represented by triples 
(P,a, Q,(R)) with P in Pic(R,a) and a! : S-‘P z+S-lQ,(R). It then suffices to 
identify PC 5 -*P with its image by Q to find an element of Pic(R, S; a). The inverse 
map is induced by A& (M, CT, Q,(R)), where cy :S’A4 -ST’Q,(R), as one easily 
veri fits. 
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1.12. Let us now consider a Milnor diagram of commutative rings, say 
hl 
R-R 1 
I fl 
97 
(1.121) 
with R = {(q, r2) E RI x R2; fi(q) =f2(r2)}. This diagram induces for each idem- 
potent kernel functor o in R-mod a commutative diagram 
Pic(R, cz) 
4 
- Pic(R 1, a) 
PWG, 0) F2 ------+ Pic(R ‘, a) 
together with a natural isomorphism /S: FIHl -=+ F2H2. Here, Hi= Q,(Ri@,-) 
resp. Fi = QO(R ’ @IR, -) for i= 1,2 and /? is induced by the morphisms 
Qa(Qa(PORRi)OR,R')==Qa(PORR')* 
On the other hand, let us write Pit for the fibre product category 
Pit = Pic(R 1, 0) XPic(R,,g) Pic(R2, a), 
with objects (PI, a, P2), where Pi E Pic(Ri, a) and a! is an isomcrphism cy : F1 PI a 
F2P2 in Pic(R’, a) and with morphisms (q+ (p2) : (PI, a, P2)-+(QI, /!I, Q2), where 
Cpi : Pi+Qi are morphisms in Pic(Ri, a) making the following diagram commutative 
I F2v2 
FlQl p -F2Q2
There is a canonical functor 
T: Pic(R, o)-+Pic 
P ++ (6 P, Pp, Hd’). 
1.13. Before stating our main theorem, let us briefly recall some definitions and 
results from [3]. A pair of functors F1 : (6 1 + I/ resp. F2 : Y; 2 -+ I/’ between categories 
with product is said to be a cofinal pair if both are product preserving, cofinal and if 
for any C2 in K2 we may find C; in K2 and CI in % 1 with Fz(C2 _L C;) = FICl and 
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similarly for i replaced by 3 - i. Any pair of rnorphisms of commutative rings 
tp,:R,-+S (i= 1,2) induces a cofinal pair of functcrrs Pic(p;, a) : Pic(Ri, a)+Pic(S, a) 
in the obvious way. A product preserving functor F : ‘6 --* 9 between categories with 
product is said to be E-surjective if for each C in 6 and each 6 in the commutator 
subgroup of Aut , (FC) we may find C’ in ‘8 and y in the commutator subgroup of 
Aut ,. (C I C’) such that Fy = 6 I lacy. Since for any P in Pic(R,a) we have 
Hom(P, P) = Q,(R), clearly each morphism cp : R -6 of commutative rings induces 
an E-surjective functor Pie@, O) : Pic(R, a)-+Pic(S, a). Finally a diagram 
I F-1 p: F,H,-+F2H2 t*(1) 
of product preserving tknctors is called E-surjective if the following condition is 
((atisficd: given B in d and E in the commutator subgroup of Aut, (F1 H,B), there is 
n’ in A and c, in the commutator subgroup of Aut ,,(H,(B I B’)) (i= 1,2) such that 
i\ an isomorphism in / = ’ I x f ?, whe:re T: ti -+ .:/ is the canonical functor. Since 
for categories of the form Pic(S, 0) with S commutative clearly E,E~, Q are reduced 
IO the ident i!y, we find that all diagrams (*) occurring in this case are E-surjective. 
Recall from [3] thallt if HI and Hz are cofinal in (*:) and if (*) is E-surjective, then 
7‘: ,: --+ / i\ cofinal. We will use this in the following. 
I. 14. Theorem. With notations as in (1.12), the canoGcal functor 
T: Pic(R,a)~Pic=Pic(R,,a)x,,,,..,Pic(R~,~) 
is un eqlrivaknce. 
Proof. The Cartesian square 
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R-mod ‘I’ -RI-mod 
R2-mod --+ R’-mod 
CD2 
where qi=R,O,- and tpi=R’&,-, and where z is the canonical isomorphism. 
Let . k’(R) = RI -mod xRP_mod R2-mod, and denote by U: R-mod+.,k’(R) : AI--+ 
(qlM, TM9 q2M) the canonical functor. In [3] it has been proved that U possesses an 
adjoint functor S defined by the Cartesian diagram 
SM +M2 
w --vlW fiGI - CDZM2 
Note that if A4 and N are modules over P in the obvious sense, then Q&4 x, N) = 
. 
Q,(M) xyotp, Q,(N), SO it follows that if x= (MI, a, &) lies in Pit, then SX lies in 
(R,a)-mod, the full subcategory of R-mod consisting of all a-closed R-modules. 
More generally, let 
v fl(R, 0) = (RI, akmod x~~~,~~_,,,~~ (Rz, @-mod, 
with obvious structural morphisms, then we may extend the functor QO to . R(R) as 
follows: if y = (MI, cc, A&), then Q&J) = (Q,(Mi), CY&&)) where a, is the iso- 
morphism given by 
a Qo(M20R2 R’ J == Qo(Qa(M2) OR2 R’). a 
It is then clear that if XE - f/(R, 0) and YE. I?(R), then there is a functorial iso- 
morphism 
Horn .l/(R, a) (Qd Y), X) Horn /I( y, x) 
Let us also denote by T: (R, @-mod -+. /1(R, CJ) the canonical functor, then S is 
adjoint to T as may be seen as follows: let y E (R, @-mod and let XE .,#(R, a), then 
we have [Ty, X]~= [QJ Uy), &= [Uy, x] = [y, Sx]. Moreover, it has been noted in [3] 
that the canonical map N-SU(N) is an isomorphism for N= R, hence so is 
Q,(R)+Q,(SU(R)) = SQ,U(R) = STQJR). Finally, as we have seen in the remarks 
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preceding the theorem, the functor T is cofinal, since the diagram (1.12.1) is 
E-surjective. Let us write I for the product in both occurring categories, then we 
thus have by definition that for all 1M in Pit we may find N in Pit and P in Pic(R, a) 
such that A4 I NS TP. By assumption there is a Q in Pic(R, a) with the property that 
PlQ=Q,(R) so M~(NLTQ)sTPITQ~T(PLQ)zTQ,(R), 
implying that SM E Pic(R, a). That these functors are inverse equivalences i now an 
easy verification. This finishes the proof. 0 
1.15. As above, let 
(1.151) 
be a Milnor square of commutative rings, then it induces by 1.14 a Cartesian 
diagram 
Pic(R, a) 
HI 
------+ Pic(R ,, a) 
4 I (1.15.2) 
Pic( R2,o) -7 Pic( R ‘, 04 
2 
for each idcmpotent kernel functor o in R-mod. By 1.4 and 1.7 it follows that we 
also have a commutative xact diagram 
WQ,UW -+ U(Q,(RI))--+ Pic(f,; 0) ---+ Pic(R, a) ---+ Pic(Rl, 0) 
WQcAR2)) - U(Q,W) ---+ Pic( fz; a)----+ Pic(R2, a) --+ Pic(R ‘, a) 
We may now formulate: 
1.16. Corollary. Let ( 1.15. I ) be a Minor square qf commutative rings, then: 
(1.16.1) (excision). The canonical map cp: Pic(h,; @-+Pic(h2; a) is an isomor- 
phism; 
( 1.16.2) (Mayer-Vietoris). There is a long exact sequence 
-+Pic(R], a)@Pic(Rl, @+Pic(R’, ct). 
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Proof. Both results foilow from the fact that (1.15.1) induces an E-surjective 
Cartesian diagram (1.15.2) in which (Z$, F2) is a cofinal pair of product preserving 
functors, by simple application of VII.(6.1) and VII.(4.3) in (31. El 
2. Relative Brauer groups 
2.1. Let us start with the following definition. An R-module E is said to be 
o-qua.Gprojective if the module Ep is projective in Rp-mod for all PE ~(a). It is then 
clear that Ep is projective in Rp-mod for all PE X(a), the complement of u’(a) in 
Spec(R). Moreover, if E’<E and E/E’ is o-torsion, then E is a-quasiprojective if
and only E’ is a-quasiprojective. In particular, if E is a-torsionfree, then E is 
o-quasiprojective if and only if Q,(E) is. It is also clear that a o-quasiprojective 
R-module E is a-flat. 
Let us call E a-finitely generated if there exists E'c E which is finitely generated 
and such that E/E’ is a-torsion. Clearly Q,(E) is a-finitely generated i; E is, the 
converse is true when R is noetherian. If we choose the analogous defkitlon for the 
notion of a o-finitely presented R-module, then several problems arise in our con- 
structions, mainly due to the fact that the image of a finitely presented module is not 
necessarily finitely presented. This is why we call E a-finite&presented i 
finitely presented R-module E’ and an R-linear morphism u : E’+E such that Ker(u) 
and Coker(u) are a-torsion. It then follows immediately that u induces an 
isomorphism Q,(E’) 4 QJE). Moreover, if R is noetherian, then E is a-finitely 
presented if and only if it is a-fin: 4v Pmnerated. Let us call E a-faith.ful if it is 
o-finitely generated. Let us call E a-farthful if it is a-closed and faithful as a Q,(R)- 
module. A a-faithful R-module E is said to be a cwrogenerator if it is a-quasi- 
projective and o-finitely presented. Note that this terminology is somewhat 
misleading, since in general a a-progenerator is not a generator for R-mod or (R, a)- 
mod. We have adopted the term ‘o-progenerator’ anyhow, due to the fact that a 
progenerator in R-mod, i.e. a finitely generated projective generator for R-mod is 
just a finitely generated projective faithful R-module, which is then necessarily 
finitely presented. Moreover, the behaviour of the relative notion is clo )ely related 
to that of its absolute counterpart. 
2.2. Proposition. Let R-6 be a morphism of commutative rings; if E k a a-pro- 
generator, then Q,(EO, S) is a a-progenerator (over S!). 
Proof. We will see in the lemma below that a a-closed a-finitely presented 
R-module is a o-progenerator if and only if Ep is a progenerator in Rp-mod for each 
PE %‘(o). But then the result follows easily. 
Indeed, Q,(E& S) is clearly a-closed. Moreover, since E is a-finitely r resented, 
there exists a morphism u : E ‘+E in R-mod with E’ finitely presented nnd both 
Ker(u) and Coker(u) a-torsion. Obviously, Coker(u@S) is then o-torsion too. 
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Moreover, since 
the kernel of the map u&S : E’@,S -+E& S induced by u is a-torsion too. 
Finaily, E’O,S is finitely presented, since E’ is. It remains to check that 
Q,(E@J,S)~ is a progenerator in &-mod for each PE %‘(S, a). Let p=PN?, then 
p E .X(R, a), so from 
and the fact that by assumption &, is a progenerator in Rp-mod, the conclusion 
follows. c 
2.3. Lemma. Let E be a a-closed o-finitely presented R-module, then the following 
J tatemen ts are equivalen I: 
(2.3.1) E is a a-progenerator; 
(2.3.2) EP is a progenerator in Rp-mod for all PE ~(a). 
Proof. (l)*(2). By definition EP is clearly finitely presented and projective in 
RI,-mod for each PE t(o), so it suffices to check that it is faithful too. Pick E’<E 
finitely generated and such that E/E’ is a-torsion, then Eb= Ep. If rE Rp has 
the property that rEp= 0, then we may find SE R - P with srE R/aR _ pR, hence 
sr(E’/oR PE’) = 0 or srE’CaR _ pE’, so we may find te R -P such that tsrE’= 0, 
since E’ is finitely generated. But then tsrE =0 too, and tsr = 0 as E is faithful by 
assumption. It follows that rE t3 R p p= 0 and EP is indeed faithful, _ R 
(2) * (1) All we have to check is that E is a-faithful. Let r E Q,(R) and assume 
that rE = 0, then rFEP= 0 for all PE f.(a) where rpis the image of r in Rp. It follows 
that rp= 0 f’or all P, so r E aQ,I(R) = 0, which proves the assertion. q 
2.4. Proposition. Let R be noetherian, then the objects of Pic(R, O) are a-pro- 
generators. 
IProof. For each P in Pic(R, a) we may (by definition) find Q in Pic(R, CJ) such that 
Q,(P&Q)zQ,(R). For all PE ~(a) we then obtain that P&&Q+Rp, hence Pp 
is an invertible R,-module, so Pp is certa;i.ly free. It follows that P is cr-quasipro- 
jcctive. Let us now check that P is o-finitely presented. Since R is noetherian, it will 
be sufficient to verify that P is a-finitely generated. Since Q,(P@, Q)z QJR) and 
R is noetherian, we have that P&Q is a-finitely generated, i.e. there is a finitely 
generated 1-C P@, Q with Q,(T) = Q,(P@R Q). Let T be generated by { p;@q;; 
i=I ,.-.,m) and put P,=C:ll , Rpi C P. This inclusion induces an exact sequence 
O-----+K+ P&Q zpO,Q 
is +torsion, as Q is a-flat. Now, TC lm(@~ P&J* Q, hence we obtain an 
QJ Tl c Q,(Im(cp))c QnVV& Q) which is an isomorphism, by the choice 
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of T. It follows that Q,(Im(q)) and Q,,(P& Q) may be identified. Moreover, one 
easily sees that Q,(Im(dp)) and Q,(Pl OR Q) are isomorphic too, so we may identify 
Q,(PQ, Q) and Q,(PI OR Q). Let us now prove that Q,(PJ s Q,(P) = P to finish 
the proof: we have 
Q#‘I) = QaVV 1 Q,(R) = Q,(P,) I (QL P) 
Finally, to check that P is o-faithful, it suffices to apply 2.3. 0 
2.5. The monoidal product defined for a-invertible R-modules in the previous 
paragraph may easily be extended to all o-closed R-modules, i.e. for each A$ N in 
(R,o)-mod, we put MI, N= QJA&& N). When no ambiguity arises, we will 
simply write A4 1. N. The usual properties (commutativity, associativity, . . .) then are 
valid, as one readily verifies. 
Let us mention (without proof) some properties of a-progenerators. 
(2.5.1) if E and Fare o-progenerators, then so is E I Fand EndR(E) I EndR(F)= 
End&E I F) (note that EndR(E) is a-closed, this has been proved in [19]); 
(2.5.2) if E is a o-progenerator, then E* L E is isomorphic to End,(E); here 
E” = HomR(E, Q,(R)); 
2.6. Let S be an R-algebra and M, N two S-modules7 then we will write A4 _ts N for 
the R-module Qa(M@ N). It is clear that A4 I~ AT is then necessarily an S-module 
too. Let B= EndR(E), where E is a a-progenerator, then there is a canonical iso- 
morphism E* _LB E= Q,(R). Indeed, first note that (E*)p= (Ep)* = kb’n~~(E~, RP) 
for each PE %‘(a), as is easily checked by reducing to a finitely presented module E’ 
with Q,(E’) = Q,(E). Since Ep is an Rp-progenerator for each PE C(O), we then 
have that the canonical map E*@ E+QJR) is an isomorphism at each PE ~(a), 
whence the result. Let us write (B, R,a)-mod for the full subcategory of B-mod 
consisting of all left B-modules which are a-closed as an R-module. If we denote by 
o again the induced kernel functor in B-mod, then it is clear that (B, R, @-mod is a 
full subcategory of (B, @-mod. 
2.7. Proposition. Let E he a a-progenerator for R and &= EndR(E), then the 
functor - I E : (R, a)-mod+(B, R, a)-mod is an equivalence of ca f;-gories with 
inverse E* J+ -* 
Proof. Let L be a a-closed R-module, tAen we have 
E*&(LIE)=E*I,(E.J-L)=(E*J+E)J..L=RJ-L=L. 
Similarly, if 1M is a B-module in (B, R&mod, then we have 
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This prove:; that - I E and E* J+ - are inverse equivalences. 0 
2.8. Carollary. Let R be a noetherian ring and E and F a pair of a-progenerators. 
Let B = EndR(E) and asswne that F is also a B-module, then S= HomB(E, F) is a 
a-progenerator. 
Proof. From the equivalence of categories described in 2.7, it follows that 
S= Homs(E, F) = HomR(E* & E, E*& F) 
particular, S is a-closed. Let us prove that E*_L,F is a-finitely generated, then a 
straightforward application of 2.3 yields the result. Since R is noetherian, it is clear 
that if suffices to verify that E*@& F is o-finitely generated. This is a homomorphic 
image of E*@, F, so it will be enough to show that E*@, F or E*l F is o-finitely 
generated. Now, it has been proved in [19] that if R is noetherian and if M is 
a-finitely generated then so is M*= HomR(M,Q,(R)). It thus follows that E* is 
a-finitely generated. Since F is o-finitely generated too, so is E*_I_ F. Cl 
2.9. Let us recall some definitions from [ 191. An R-algebra A is said to be a 
a-Azumaya algebra if it is a o-progenerator and such that the canonical map 
#‘=A OK ,4°“p-+EndK(A) induces an isomorphism A _t_A”PP=QO(Ae) aEndR(A). 
If A is a a-closed a-finitely presented R-algebra, then A is a o-Azumaya algebra if 
and only if AP is an Azumaya algebra over RP for all PE: Y@). One easily verifies 
that End,(E) is a cr-Azumaya lgebra for any o-progenerator E and that Al I AZ is a 
a-Azumaya algebra if Al and AZ are. 
Let A 1 and 42 be a-Azumaya algebras over R, then we say that Al is o-similar to 
Al? if there exist a-progenerators El, E2 such that Al I EndR(E,) z A~J_ EndR(Ez). 
One easily verifies this to be an equivalence relation. Let [A] denotes the a-similarity 
class of A and let Br(R,o) be the set of all o-similarity classes over R. If we put 
]A II - iA21 = L41 ~A219 h3r(R a)= [EndA(E where E is a a-progenerator, then one 
may verify that this defines’a group structure on Br(R, ct) such that [A] I = [AQ’p]. 
We call this the o-Brauer group or relative Brauer group of R (with respect o a). 
We need the following: 
2.10. Proposition. Let R be a noetherian ring and let A l, A2 be Azumaya algebras 
oyer R, then the following properties are equivalent: 
(2.10.1) A, is a-sinlilar to AZ; 
(2.102) there is a a-progenerator E wch that A I I A!“% EndK(E). 
Proof. It clearly suffices to prove the following: if A is a o-Azumaya algebra, then 
(44 I = 1 Hr(K, a) if and only if we may find a a-progenerator E and an isomorphism 
A 4 End,@). Now, if A is trivial, then there exist o-progenerators E and F such 
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that A I End&?) = End#). Let B= End&), then the canonical map 
A @jR B+A _L B = End,@) endows F with a B-module structure. 
Let S= Hom#,F), then it follows from 2.8 that S is a a-progenerator and 
S = E* i , F. Moreover, S I E = F as one easily sees. Now, EndR(S) = EndB(S I E) = 
Ends(F), 0,~ the 4Morita-equivalence-like’ results given at the end of the foregoing 
section and exactly as in the proof of the similar result for Azumaya algebras one 
may verify that EndB(F) = A. We leave details to the reader. Cl 
2.11. The results WC are about to state below were directly inspired by those of 
Orzech’s, one should compare them to [ 121. Throughout R denotes a noetherian 
ring and ~5 cr are idempotent kernel functors in R-mod. We will assume R to be 
a-closed. Let us write Y@) resp. :Y(T) for the category of a-progenerators resp. of 
r-progenerators for R. It is clear that localizing yields a functor Qa : .9(r) -+ .+Qr) and 
that a a-closed R-module is also r-closed. Let us start with the following 
observation: 
2.12. Proposition. Let E and F be a-progenerators such that there exist 0bject.s E, 
and G in AT) with the property that E = Q,(E,) resp. Q,(E& F) = Q,,(G), then F is 
an object in .9(r). 
Proof. It is clear that F is r-closed, as it is a-closed. Since Qa(E& F) = Q,(G) for 
some G in . fir), we may proceed as follows. Let Gi c G be finitely generated and 
such that GIGI is r-torsion. Let G= G/aG and G, = G&G,, then G, is finitely 
generated, and G/G, is r-torsion. Now G z Q,(G) = Q,(E@& F) = Qa(E, OR F) and 
E&&F is a-torsion-free, since it is certainly a-flat. Let H = (E, OR F) n e, q then H 
is finitely generated since R is noetherian and El OR F/H is r-torsion. Assume that 
H is generated by the finite family { e;@$i} where e, E El and J E F for each index i 
and put F’= C RficF. Since El is r-flat, the kernel of the canonical morphism 
&E&F -‘F&F I du ‘n ted by the above inclusion is r-torsion and the definition 
of F’implies that Im(#)C HCE@F. It follows that F'CF induces an isomorphism 
Q,(E@,J’) = Q,(E, OR F). Now, for each PE g’(7) we know by assumption that 
(EI)P is a free Rp-module, so this isomorphism yields that for all PE K’(7) the 
induced map (F’)p -+Fp is an isomorphism too. Hence Q,(P) = Q,(F) and F/F’ is 
r-torsion. Since F’ is finitely generated, this shows that F is r-finitely generated, 
hence r-finitely presented since R is noetherian. Finally, let P E ‘L(T), then Fp is a free 
Rp-module. Indeed, if M is an arbitrary R-module, then Q&M)p= QJMP), cf. 
(15.4.) and (1.5.2.) in ,161. We thus have Q5(E@RF)P=Qn(GP); now (E&=RF 
and Gp= R; for Y-Y.: positive integers n, m, so Qo(Gp)= Qn(RP)‘pf = RF and 
Q#%hF~p=QJ~ IORF)P=Q~(R~~R~FP)=F~. 
We thus have F;: RF, hence Fp is projective and even free as an Rp-module. This 
finishes the proof. q 
2.13. Let r be the set of isomorphism classes of objects E in ~(0) such that 
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End&) is a r-Azumaya algebra. This makes sense since End#) is a-closed and 
hence r-closed. Define a relation - on r by E-F if and only if we may find P, & in 
f(r) such that Qa(EBR P) 2 QJF& Q). This is easily seen to be an equivalence 
relation. The modified tensorproduct I with respect o o defines an abelian group 
structure on f/ - . The inverse of the class [E] is [E*]; indeed, EL E*= EndR(E) 
and EndR(E) lies in :9(r) by assumption. Let us write Bel(R; a, r) for r. -, then 
there is a grouphomomorphism j : Pic(R, a)+Bcl(R; a, r) which maps the class of P 
in Pic(R,a) to [PI. Indeed, if P lies in Pi@, a), then EndR(P) = Q,(R) = R and 
obviously R is a r-Azumaya algebra. The morphism (x: Bcl(R, O, r)+B(R, 7) : [E] + 
[EndR(E)J, where (End*(E)] is the r-similarity class of EndR(E) is also easily seen to 
be a grouphomomorphism. Finally, let us denote by i : Pic(R, t)+Pic(R, o) resp. 
fl: Br(R, r)-,Br(R, a) the grouphomomorphisms induced by Qa: #(r)-+ .+r). We 
then have: 
2.14. Theorem. With the above notations the sequence 
Pic(R, T) 
P 
-!+ Pic(R, a) A Bcl(R; 0, T) L Br(R, T) ----+ Br(R, a) (*j 
is exact. 
Proof. The proof runs along the lines of that of the similar statement in 1121. Let us 
give somt of its salient points and leave details to the reader. It is clear from the 
above renarks that all maps are well-defined grouphomomorphisms and that the 
composi& of any two consecutive ones is trivial. Let us now verify the exactness of 
(*). All lquivalence classes will be denoted by square brackets [ 1, the reader may 
easily check that this will cause no ambiguity. Let us first check exactness at 
Pic(R, c). Assume PE Pic(R,a) has the property that j([P]) =0, then we may find 
r-progenerators E and F such that QO(P@Q,(E)) = QJF). It follows from 2.12 that 
P is then a r-progenerator too. But then Q,(*@P)= EndR(P) by (2.5.2) and 
End#) = Q,(R)= R, cf. [ 17). This proves that P is r-invertibles too. To check exact- 
ness at Bcl(R; cr, T), we may proceed as follows. Let E E f and assume ar([EJ) = 0, 
then EndR(E) - R in Br(R, T). By 2.10 we may find PE .9(r) such that EndR(E) = 
EndR(P). Now EndK(E) is o-closed as E is a. a-progenerator, so End,(P)= 
Q,(BndR(R)) = EndR(Q,(R)), where QJP) is now a o-progenerator. Let B= 
End,(Q,(P)), then E is a B-module in the obvious way. Moreover, using 2.8, we 
have that 
Homs(QJP), E’) I Q,(p) = (Q,,(P)* I E) I QO(P) 
= jE &OFF Q,(P)*) I Q,(P) = E +pp EndR(Q,(P)) 
and F= HomB(Q,(P), E) E .9(o). Now, F I Q,(P) = E and End,(Q,(P)) = End&!) 
ly that EndR(F) = R, SO FE Pic(R, a). Since oblviously [F] = [El, this shows the 
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Q&A) = EndR(E) for 
which finishes the 
exactness of (*) at Bcl(R; a, r). Finally, let [A] E Ker(p), then 
some a-progenerator E, by 2.10. But then [A] E Im(a), 
proof. 0 
t 
2.15. Let us conclude with some easy applications of the foregoing. Let us first 
assume R to be a noetherian integrally closed domain and let 2 be the set of all 
minimal prime ideals of R, then we put 0 = inf{aR+; PE 2). Let t= 0 be the trivial 
idempotent kernel functor. 0ne may show: 
(2.151) Pic(R, a) = Cl(R), the class group of R, cf. [20]; 
(2.15.2) Br(R, a) =P(R), the reflexive Brauer group of R, cf. [ 13,211. 
On the other hand, it is clear that Pic(R, r) = Pit(R) and Br(R, t) = Br(R). If we write 
Bcl(R) for Bcl(R; a, t), then 2.14 yields an exact sequence 
O-+Pic(R)+Cl(R)-+Bcl(R)-,Br(R)-+~(R). 
This is exactly the exact sequence obtained by geometrical means by B. Auslander in 
113~ 
2.16. Let R be a noetherian domain and write X for its associated affine scheme 
Spec(R). If I<R, then we denote by X, the open subscheme {PEX; ICP}. From 
[ 17,191 we retain: 
(2.16.1.) Pic(R, al) = Pic(X,), 
(2.16.2.) Br(R, ol) = Br(X,). 
Choosing for r the trivial idempotent kernel functor and writing Bcl(Xl) for 
Bcl(R; ~1, t), we obtain 
Pit(X) -% Pic(XI) - Bcl(X,) 
s 
- Br(X) - Br(XI). 
Here (r and p are induced by taking restrictions. 
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